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NEWS FROM CANTONS AND COMMUNES

The news of what happens in Switzerland comes to the Editor by courtesy of the Swiss Telegraphic Agency (A.T.S.). It covers every sphere of national life. To select what will interest the reader is no easy task. Several hundred sheets have to be read every week, and whilst that in itself is interesting, to make a choice is agony. It is impossible to give any detailed account of, say, the political life of the Federation, the Cantons and Communes. Nevertheless, much that is interesting occurs every day, and a selection of what happens may present a picture of our very lively democracy.

During the past few weeks, many Cantons and Communes have discussed their budgets, and most of them show a deficit. But it was like that last year, and yet, the majority finished with a surplus. The last of the annual accounts have recently been presented, viz., those of Winterthur which showed a comparatively small surplus at a total income of over 51 million francs. 10.6 million of this goes towards extraordinary traffic requirements. For fourteen trolleybuses alone nearly five million francs were allocated, the same models as Geneva and Schaffhausen. The combined order of forty buses allowed a reduction of Fr.25,000 each — the cost per bus amounting to the fantastic sum of Fr.350,000. Talking of new vehicles, Basle, too, has budgeted 18.3 million francs for trams and buses. Basle shows an extremely favourable financial position; the state funds have increased by over 23½ million francs to nearly 71 million.

The improved financial position was also mentioned at the opening of the autumn session of the Grisons Cantonal Parliament, though that Canton is still amongst the financially weakest Cantons of Switzerland. The Grisons government has asked for a credit of 88 million francs for 1963, 25 million of which will be used for the Bernhardin tunnel and 12 million for road improvements.

The sound financial state of most Cantons and many Communes has enabled them to consider increased salaries to civil servants, teachers, etc., sometimes in the form of cost-of-living grants, sometimes by offering higher family allowances, pensions and insurances. Zurich and Berne will introduce children’s allowances also to foreign workers.

Other increases authorities have decided on are higher refunds of expenses (daily allowances) to Members of the Cantonal Parliament in Berne, and to those in Appenzell-Ausserrhoden.

Much money has been spent on or has been budgeted for new buildings even by many very small Communes. It is not difficult to understand that the Basle Parliament voted a credit of 28 million francs for the extension of the buildings of the Swiss Industries Fair (Münstersse), or that the Government of the same Canton increased its subsidy to the Institute for Tropical Medicine, that towns like Zurich and Schaffhausen build youth hostels, Berne votes enormous sums for a water purification installation. But what is surprising is that a small Commune like Wilderswil near Interlaken allows a credit of two million francs for the installation of a sewerage and drainage system, Cornol (Porrentruy) one million and Opfikon (Zurich) 8½ million for new schools. The Canton of Baselland has just completed a forty-million-franc hospital at Liestal and a new project for a hospital on the Bruderholz near Basle is under discussion, as well as a new high school. Bellinzona (Ticino) is planning new Law Courts for the Livino Valley, Aargau a new women teachers’ training college, Zug an agricultural college; several towns will have improved or new slaughter-houses (Fribourg), police quarters or prisons, so for instance Solothurn which has planned a modern building for prisoners on trial, a building with a roof-garden, and with running water and a lavatory in every cell. The Lucerne hospital will be considerably enlarged, and Winterthur has voted for an emergency hospital for civil defence to be included in the new staff building of the cantonal hospital. Over 5½ million francs have been allowed by the Lucerne Town Council for new cemetery projects providing an additional 3,000 graves. In the Ticino Fr.650,000 have been voted for a psychiatric observation centre at Stabio. The citizens of Glarus accepted a credit of 1.3 million francs for the Gas Works to produce non-poisonous gas.

Huge sums are being budgeted for roads all over Switzerland — motorways (Baselland debated the national road from Basle to Augst for four hours!), improved existing roads and improvements in towns. Zurich asked for a credit of 19 million francs for the construction of road tunnels and fly-overs. Very large sums, too, are being spent on blocks of flats. Berne is to have flats for teachers. Geneva proposed a new congress house, but there was great opposition and a referendum was started. This was however withdrawn as soon as the authorities postponed the planning of a congress house and it was felt that in view of the shortage of houses the 20 million project of flats for lower income groups should have preference. Zurich budgets 23.8 million francs for a project for flats and garages at the “Lochergut.”

Several railway stations are in the process of renovation and large sums have been earmarked for this purpose. Geneva, Solothurn and Berne are amongst them. Berne has budgeted 7.2 million francs to help the private railway companies on its cantonal territory. Schwyz voted a contribution towards renovating the convent of Muoththal. Baselland doubled its contribution to the commercial school of the Mercantile Society in Basle-Town.

The Canton of Lucerne and the Communes have to pay for a stock of bandages and cotton-wool which has been built up in case of war. The Canton’s share alone amounts to 1.3 million francs. Several Cantons have made allocations for the National Exhibition in 1964 and to the Red Cross, as well as to the “Pro Juventute” organisation. Money has also been given for cultural purposes. Special allocations have been made by authorities in cases of damage caused by the recent bad weather, and in Zug to compensate farmers for losses sustained through swine plague.

The business dealt with in the various Cantonal and Commune Councils varies greatly. Elections of the Commune Councillors for 1963 and for other offices have been taking place. In the Cantons where there is still a “Landsgemeinde” the agenda has been prepared. Some minor items like increasing the chimney sweeping tariff by 10% in Glarus and fixing the price of salt for 1963 in Fribourg had their place on the agendas just as did subjects of great importance like introducing the five-day week for all Solothurn municipal civil servants (except police, teachers and caretakers of museums and schools), or the creation of a “Lizentiat der Rechte” at Basle University and the consequent alteration of the law in order to allow licentiates to function in the law courts like ordinary graduates of the faculty of law. In Zurich three initia-
tives were brought to the Cantonal authorities asking for a separation of church and state. A debate on thalidomide also took place in the Zurich Parliament, as well as in Berne, where it was stated that the cases of deformed babies due to the drug in Switzerland amounted to five only, possibly six. In the Grand Council of Vaud complaints were raised that legislation did not prevent certain harmful drugs from being sold. A discussion on dangerous drugs also took place in the St. Gall Council.

The retiring age of Councillors of States and other Councillors came under discussion in several parliaments, as in Berne where an age limit was not recommended.

Basel has proposed separate taxation of the wife’s income, and the two Basle announced that they would not follow the other Half-Cantons’ example of having combined special days at the National Exhibition, but to hold their Cantonal days in two parts in order to underline the marked difference between the two Half-Cantons. Schweyz decided not to allow Sunday opening of shops in December, and in Thurgau a proposal has been put forward that oil tanks for central heating should be constructed above ground for safer checking.

Bingo, which is known under “Lotto”, seems to become more popular, too. Valais and Fribourg have started legislation in order to prevent excesses. As the report from Fribourg puts it, it should be kept as a community game with a “family” character.

Several Cantons accepted applications for naturalisation, e.g. Bern 27, Fribourg 7, St. Gall 32. In the Schaffhausen Parliament the alarming increase of bad posture and spine complaints amongst adolescents was debated, and the Federal authorities were criticised for increasing the bakers’ wages which meant that Schaffhausen had the most expensive bread in Switzerland. The Solothurn Commune Council complained about the ugly television and radio aerials which spoil the old town, and in the Upper Valais, where it is not possible to receive the German-Swiss T.V. transmissions, plans for relay stations are being studied. Also from the Vala’s comes the news that Sierre has more than 10,000 inhabitants now and has thus become a town. In 1900, Sierre had only 1,800 inhabitants.

Land speculation was the subject of two reports. The Basel-Schaffhausen Parliament requested the Federal Parliament to take legal steps in order to prevent exploitation. In the Ticino at the celebration of the “Jungburger”, the young men who have come of age during 1962 were asked not to take up any easy speculative work – especially not dealing in land – but to do honest hard work and to devote themselves to the political life of the Canton. The executive body of Muralt has rejected two projects for sky-scrapers. And the final news from the South is that there is a new Ticinese party, “Independent Union”.

The Cantonal Police force of Schaffhausen is to have six frogmen and a police patrol boat on the Rhine, where boating has been on the increase. The Canton of Neuchâtel has built a bridge to replace the level-crossing at Meudon between the French and the Swiss part of Les Verrières. It is 72 metres long.

Finally, in Berne the Cantonal and Municipal Governments gave a reception to the Diplomatic Corps. Several Federal Councillors and high military officers were amongst the 200 guests at the “Rathausalle”. This reception takes place every four years.

(Based on News received by courtesy of A.T.S.)

LATEST NEWS FROM THE SWISS TRANSPORT MUSEUM, LUCERNE

This is the way your great grandfather travelled

Anyone who can remember that the compartment in the railway cars had petrol lights, a small stove and a hard bench-like seat, must be already quite advanced in age. For those were the rail travel facilities in the years from 1870-1890. To see the development in railway cars on the Swiss railroads, you should visit the Swiss Institute of Transport and Communications in Lucerne, where a whole series of compartment and rail cars shows the improvements and progress in passenger travel on the railroads from the last century to date. In the 1920’s electricity provided not only the heat and light, but also the traction for the whole train, and today the Swiss railway cars are provided with all needed facilities, including air conditioning. Indeed, much progress has been made in pleasant and comfortable travel on the railroads.

62,150 miles of Roman Roads

During the last century B.C., the Roman legions penetrated the regions north of the Alps and conquered several tribes which had settled in what is now Switzerland. For military and administrative reasons it soon became necessary to build communicative roads with the capital city Rome and other parts of the great Roman Empire. Even today there are portions of these roads still visible in Switzerland and elsewhere, as on the summit of the Julier Pass (marked by two ancient columns), in the Jura Mountains and the Swiss Midlands, where the Romans had built some communities, fortifications and armed camps for legionnaires. That the Romans were masters in the art of road building was best shown in the way they laid them out through hills and over alpine country, and built a solid road-bed for men and vehicles which lasted for centuries. In the times the Emperor Hadrian, in the 2nd century, the network of all Roman roads of communications had an estimated length of 62,150 miles! The Swiss Institute of Transport and Communications displays in its road traffic section a big map which shows as many of the Roman roads in Switzerland as can historically be traced.

Walter Mittelholzer — Who does not know this Swiss aviation pioneer?

It was at the end of March 1922 that Walter Mittelholzer, the intrepid flyer and hero of many youngsters in Switzerland, was preparing to fly a military persuit plane from Milan in Italy to the Swiss airport of Dübendorf near Zürich. The flight led straight over the alpine range. Unfortunately, in a thick fog and with counterwind, Mittelholzer penetrated too early into a heavy cloud of fog, north of the Alps. His plane crashed at a height of 8,202 feet, hitting a rocky slope of a mountain in Canton Glarus. The badly hurt flyer was able to reach the village of Matt in the Schynadel and later recovered from his accident. The 120 h.p. Le Rhone rotation motor of Mittelholzer’s plane together with other historic plane motors are now displayed in the aviation section of the Swiss Institute of Transport and Communications in Lucerne.